PROJECT SUMMARY – BM CUSTOM
BM Custom is seeking to utilize the space located at 6212 Roosevelt Road as a custom
interior auto shop that focuses primarily on renewing and customizing interior upholstery, center
consoles and flow panels. The work requires light tools and machinery and does not involve
metal or exterior fabrication. BM Custom does not install high powered sound systems or
other loud or disruptive parts to the vehicles it works on.
All work will be done inside the shop and there will be little to no noise which can be heard from
outside the shop. Vehicles will be stored inside the shop. BM Custom only plans to work on 1- 2
cars a day with minimal traffic in and out of the shop. BM Custom’s operations will cause little to
no disruption to the neighboring businesses and residents.

BM Custom,
Sanghvi Law Group, LLC
29 E Madison St #1201
Chicago, IL 60602
312-798-9177

Special Use Approval Standards: Section 14.2 (E)
The recommendation of the Zoning Board of Appeals and decision of the Village Board must make
findings to support each of the following conclusions:
1. The establishment, maintenance, and operation of the proposed special use will not
endanger the public health, safety, or welfare.
ANSWER: It will not. The business carries out minor cosmetic vehicle
refabrications and all work is done indoors inside the shop which the general
public does not have access to.
2. The proposed special use is compatible with the general land use of adjacent properties
and other property with the immediate vicinity.
ANSWER: Yes. There are various commercial locations along many existing
auto shops. The shop is located within a commercially zoned district. The
previous business located at this space was a tire and battery shop.
3. The special use in the specific location is consistent with the spirit and intent of this
Ordinance and adopted land use policies.
ANSWER: Yes. The subject location is within the commercial district of Oak Park
and is on the outer boundaries of the city There are numerous existing auto
shops on Roosevelt road and will be consistent with the past and current spirit
and intent of the land use policies.
4. The special use conforms to the regulations of the zoning district in which it is to be
located.
ANSWER: Yes. Auto repair - minor businesses are permitted at this location via
special use permit pursuant to the current Zoning regulations.

